
RESERVE RELATIONSHIP  

COMMITTEE REPORT 

The reserve committee started rather slowly as we first had to establish some guide lines and pick up 

where we left off several months prior to the initial group that had had a meeting with the current 

Commodore and the Admiral.  

Initially we wanted to determine what the current relationship was with the area reserve units within 

the various branches. This range from very good to non-existent with various levels in between.  

The ones that were non-existent where those in regions with large retired and serving officers and little 

thought was given to approaching a vibrant opportunity. The units outside of these regions have to rely 

on the reserve units to both recruit and to hold functions in the respective facilities. In most cases the 

costs of holding functions within a unit other than a normal training night became cost prohibited and 

has resulted in the branch finding other alternatives to keep cost down.  

The reserve units such as HMCS CABOT have a very good and effective relationship with the unit and use 

or have used in the past the Wardroom.  

HMCS YORK on the other hand would not entertain functions and made it such a difficult exercise to 

hold a function caused the Toronto Branch to hold their meetings and functions at the Canadian Forces 

College. Since the recent change of command they have welcomed us back and we are now planning 

several functions back at the unit for the 2015 – 2016 season.  

HMCS STAR, has been very open to us and we are holding several key function there in the coming year. 

This is in part to the efforts of the Hamilton Area Group who have been instrumental in developing this 

relationship.    

This will give you some idea as to the successes we have had with several units within our region,my 

committee has made presentations at HMCS DONNACONA with some success but still more to do as in 

some cases we are starting from the bottom again after several years of avoidance from both the 

branches as well as the reserve unit in some cities. 

The Road Ahead  

 Since there has been a significant change of Commanding Officer within the Reserve Network we are 

reaching out to the new CO’s and XO’ as well as the Coxwain’s to congratulate them and inform them of 

what NAC has to offer them with respect to training and networking capabilities for the respective ship’s 

companies.  

The intention is to make the introduction for those units that do not have an ongoing relationship with 

the reserve unit in their area and pave the way for the local Presidents to make contact and arrange a 

meeting with the command teams to introduce them to NAC and the benefits of belonging to our 

organization. With this assistance of Anne Zulliani and Dennis Baird we intend on developing a strategy 

to a best get the message out to the reserve units and assist were necessary to make this a successful 

venture. With the changes coming to the senior command of the Naval Reserve in the not so distant 

future our intention is to reach out to the new Commander of the Naval Reserve and seek his assistance.  

 



 

Conclusion 

Now that we have opened up the membership process to the rest of the naval community it is 

imperative that develop strong ties with the Naval Reserve unit within our respected areas. We have 

started and once with the new command teams coming in place on July 1st this give us the opportunity 

to make inroads with the Naval Reserve and develop a long and lasting relationship.  

 

Respectfully  

 

John Anderson, Chairperson  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


